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Beloved Father, I desire to offer, in front of You, this occasion where national messiahs and other leaders 

from around the world have gathered now, on this Day of All True Things, we are having this celebration 

to offer all creation as the living offering from the position where the whole world is equalized by Your 

full transcendence, full immanence, full authority and almighty power. Now, from this day, which marks 

its thirty sixth occurrence, I shall unfold the standard of a historic paradigm shift of returning all things of 

creation to Your ownership in the names of the family messiah, tribal messiah, national messiah, global 

messiah, cosmic messiah, and in Your name. 

 

At this gathering, forty people from Japan, twelve people from Taiwan, twelve people from the 

Philippines, twelve people from Canada, and forty people from the United States are participating, and 

they stand as a living sacrificial offering that settles all accounts. 

 

Until now the sacrificial offering was divided into two. However, everything has been brought to order 

since we have now come to an era to establish Your kingdom on earth and in heaven, and to proclaim the 

advent of the kingship of the heavenly nation with the authority of the family messiah, tribal messiah, 

national messiah, global messiah and cosmic True Parents. Thus, I will conduct a ceremony for this 

solemn and historic Day of All True Things, through which everything generated from the false parents in 

the earthly world, and all the falsity in the heavenly world, must be cleanly eradicated through True 

Parents. Please permit today's ceremony be the Day of All True Things that settles the accounts for the 

entire history of indemnity, just like the foundations established for True Children's Day, True Parents' 

Day and True God's Day. 

 

All the attempts to create one unified world through the Christian cultural sphere, through which we were 

to attain the kingships of the family messiah, tribal messiah, national messiah, global messiah and cosmic 

messiah, were prolonged to this day. However, we have now come to a time when I can proclaim the 

liberation of humankind as the True Parents bless 360 million couples. 

 

Up to the present time, the spirits representing the spirit world centering on Christianity were unable to 

receive the Blessing. Therefore, centered on the True Parents, and with their Abel like authority, I wish to 

establish one beginning point for a unified world by designating the United States, in the position of Cain, 

and blessing it with the right of the eldest son. 

 

We are rushing busily toward the day when we can proclaim the establishment of the sovereignty of the 

heavenly nation through the path of uniting all of Christianity in the United States as well as in all other 

nations, bringing together all religions, and uniting all people. I pray that everything will be fulfilled 

according to Your desire, without any mistakes in the process in front of Heaven. 

 

Now we are about to offer this solemn ceremony to You. Thus, on the occasion of the Day of All True 

Things, I pray that You can accept in joy everything in the position of the Owner, from whom emanates 

full transcendence, full immanence, full authority and almighty power, and who can make the global 

proclamation of the restoration of the kingdom of heaven, which was not realized due to the Fall of Adam 

in Eden, and that You can have the authority to rule within that liberated realm. This I pray and proclaim 

in the name of True Parents. Aju! 


